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NON-CANCELLATION AND A RELATED 
PHENOMENON FOR THE LENS SPACES 
ALLAN J. SIERADSKI 
(Receiced July 1977) 
*THIS PAPER investigates the structure of the semigroup Z generated by a set S of 
non-cancellation examples in the homotopy category. The featured spaces are the 
3-dimensional Lens spaces L,, Their products L,, x S’ with the 3-sphere S3 are 
shown to have the same simple-homotopy type, while their own products l! L,, are 
shown to determine a unique-division semigroup. j=l 
8 1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a set of inequivalent objects Y in a category Fe whose products, say, with 
a fixed object W are all equivalent in %‘: Y x W = Y’ x W for all Y, Y’ in S. We call S 
a non-cancellation ser. Let Z be the semigroup generated by the objects in S under 
the operation of forming product in % (with %-equivalent products representing the 
same element of C). From now on. we assume that the number of S-factors of a 
product in C is unique. An extreme possibility is that, despite the aberrant behavior of 
the Y in S under products with W, the products in the semigroup Z are extremely 
well behaved, as in the following definition. x is a unique-division semigroup if the 
product function Yx: I: +E - S is a bijection for each Y in S. Of course, this is 
impossible if W is (a factor of) some Y in S. 
Amazingly, of all the partial semigroup results in the growing literature on the 
non-cancellation phenomenon in the homotopy category[2, 4-7, 10, 121 and the 
nilpotent group category[3, 11, 141, none contradicts the possibility that the dis- 
covered non-cancellation. sets generate unique-division semigroups. On the other 
hand, there appears to be just a single instance in which a non-cancellation set is 
shown to generate a unique-division semigroup. namely[ 131, which investigates the 
homotopy types of certain 2-dimensional CW complexes. The way to check the 
unique-division property in general is made clear by the following theorem. 
THEOREM I. A set S of objects in a category % generates a unique-division 
semigroup Z if and only if S has the structure of an abelian group with operation + 
such that J Yi = ; Y’, in the group S if and only if l!!l Yj = l!i Yi in the category %. 
j=l j=l j=l ]=I 
The sufficiency of the group-theoretic condition is trivial. To establish its neces- 
sity, let 2 be a unique-division semigroup. For any selected X in S, a binary operation 
+ on S with identity element X is determined by the relation X x (Y + Y’) = Y x Y’ 
in %‘. An inverse Y’ to Y is a solution of the relation Y X Y’= X x X in V. The 
associativity and commutativity of the binary operation + follow from the same 
properties for products in the category %. The desired property for the operation + 
may now be verified with the aid of the preliminary observation that fi Yj = 
(E: X) x (tl Y’) in 92 
j=l 
We urge the reader to compare the condition in Theorem 1 with the partial 
semigroup results [3, Theorem 3.2; 4, Theorem 4.2: 5. Theorem 3.151, and the 
complete result [ 13, Theorem 31. which motivated the present paper. 
Theorem I offers the following potential explanation for the torsion phenomenon 
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that so often accompanies non-cancellation [2, Theorem 1; 3. Corollary 3.3; 4, 
Corollary 4.3; 5, Theorem 3.16; 14, Theorem 3.61: 
COROLLARY. Zf S generates a unique-division 2. then for Y# Y’ in S, Y” = Yin in 
.V if and only if the least common multiple of the orders of Y and Y’ in the group S 
divides n. 
The body of this paper presents the following further evidence that a non- 
cancellation set can generate a unique-division semigroup: 
The homotopy classification of the 3-dimensional Lens spaces L,.,, for fixed p 2 2 
and (p. q) = 1, states that L,,, z L,., if and only if q = r in Zz/?(Zz)’ [I, p. 961. Thus, 
the set S of homotopy types of these Lens spaces has the structure of the abelian 
group Z:/?(Zz)*. The following theorems show that S is a non-cancellation set in the 
homotopy category, and that it generates a unique-division semigroup C. 
THEOREM 2. For every pair of 3-dimensional Lens spaces L,, and L,,, there is a 
simple-homotopy equivalence L,, x S’= L,., x S’ inducing the identity on the fun- 
damental group. 
THEOREM 3. Two Lens space products l! L,, 
j=l 
and l!i L,,, with n 2 2, are (simple) 
j=l 
homotopy equivalent if and only if q, . . . qn = r, . . . r,, in Z~/+(Z~)*. In particular, the 
n-th powers of these Lens spaces L,,, are simple-homotopy equivalent, whenever n is 
even. 
These theorems are proven in 02 and 93, respectively. The first proof employs the 
fact that quaternionic multiplication m : S’ x S’+ S’ is equivariant as a map m : L,, x 
s’+ i,,, while the second employs equivariant multiplications m,: &,, x S’+ L,., 
constructed in Proposition 3 for the Lens spaces L,.,. So the status of these theorems 
for higher dimensional Lens spaces is not clear. 
We close this introduction with the admission that, even after the present situation 
is examined, any underlying connection between the non-cancellation aspect of a set 
S and the unique-division property of its semigroup C remains a mystery. 
82. THE NON-CANCELLATION PROPERTY 
Equivariant terminology 
Let X be the universal covering complex of a CW complex X; let X+X be the 
covering projection, whose group of covering transformations is identified with the 
fundamental group II = n,(X). The action of II via the group of cellular covering 
transformations makes the cellular chain complex C(X; Z) into a chain complex of 
free modules over the integral group ring ZTI, hereafter called the equivariant complex 
for X and denoted by C(X). 
A cellular map f: X+ Y inducing the homomorphism (Y: II+ z on the fundamen- 
tal groups lifts to an a-equivariant cellular map F: X+ Y (i.e., FT = a(T)F for all 
covering transformations T E II), and conversely, each cu-equivariant cellular map F 
covers a cellular map f inducing Q. Once the equivariant chain complex C( 9) over 
25 is converted into a chain complex ,C( F) over ZII via the chain of ring 
homomorphism Za: ZlT + ZE, the a-equivariant cellular map F: X+ Y induces a 
chain map F*: C(X)+,C( Y) of ZTI-module homomorphisms. F* is called the 
equivariant chain map of f and F. The original map f is a homotopy equivalence if 
and only if a is an isomorphism and F * induces homology isomorphisms in all 
dimensions. 
The 3-dimensional Lens spaces 
Fix an integer p 2 2, and decompose the 3-sphere S’ = {(z,, zz) E C*: ]z,]‘+ (z$ = 1) 
by the cells 
c: = {(z,, 0): Arg zI = 2&/p}, cli’ = {(z,, 0): 2nk/p < Arg z, C 27r(k + 1)/p} 
Ct? = {( iI, ~2): Arg ~2 = 2aklp). c: = {(z,. z?): 2aklp < Arg z? < 27r(k + 1)/p} 
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for k = 0, 1,. . ., p - 1. Notice that the l-skeleton is S’ = S3 fl C x 0, which is the 
common boundary of all the 2-cells. The 3-cells simply separate consecutive 2-cells. 
Let ‘17 denote the complex number exp(2nilp). For an integer q with (p, 4) = 1, the 
homeomorphism T(q): S3+ S3, (2,. z2)+ (z,q, z2nq), generates a free action of the 
cyclic group 2, on the cell complex S3 just described. The resulting quotient complex 
is the 3-dimensional Lens space L,, 
In terms of the preferred basis elements ci = c ,,i, 0 5 i I 3, the equivariant chain 
complex C(&,.,) is given by 
&(c’) = (a - I)cO, &(cQ = (1 + a +. . . + cP)c’, &(c3) = (a”_ 1)c2, 
where the integer q’ is a solution to the congruence qq’= 1 mod p, and a E n is the 
fundamental group element that corresponds to the covering transformation 7’(q). 
We abbreviate the element 1 + a + . . . + ap-’ by (a, p), and more generally, for 
n-l 
A E II and positive integer n, we introduce the elements (A, n) = Z A’, (A, 0) = 0, and 
n-l j=o 
(A,-h)=-A-” jToAi of ZlI. The relations (A, n)(A”, m) = (A, nm), A” - I = 
(A - l)(A, n), and (A, n) + A”(A, m) = (A, n + m) hold whenever the entries are defined. 
With this notation. a chain map u = uq.,: C($.,)+ C(L,,) is defined by u(c’) = 
ci, 0 I i I 2, and u(c3) = (al’, rq’) c3. Since C(g,,) is exact below the top dimension, 
there exists an equivariant cellular map Fq.,: L,., + & which realizes the equivariant 
chain map u,,. Let fq.,: L,, -j L,., denote the cellular map covered by F,,, 
The products L,, x S’. 
Let L,, x S3 be the product complex of L,, with S’ = do U d', where do = (1,O). Then 
in terms of the preferred basis elements ci X d’(01 i 53, j = 0,3), the equivariant 
chain complex C(&,, x S3) for L,, x S’ is given by 
and 
a,+#’ x d’) = (a - l)c”x d’, 
&+i(c2 x d’) = (a, p)c’ x d’, 
6’3+j(C 
3 
X d’) = (U 4’- l)c* x d’, for j = 0.3, 
a,( co x d3) = 0, 
where a E II = a,(L,,, x S3) corresponds to the covering transformation T(q) x I.+ of 
L,, x S’. This chain complex is exact in all dimensions # 3, 6, since L,, X S3 = 
s3 x s3; and the two non-zero homology modules are H3 = 
(a, p)ZII @ ZlT/(a - l)ZlT = Z @ Z (generated by (a. p)c’ x do and co x d’), and H6 = 
(a. p)ZII = Z (generated by (a, p)c3 x d3). 
Quaternionic multiplication 
Unit quaternions w = (w,, w?) and z = (zr, ~2) in S3 C C’ have their product 
m(rrr, z) = wz defined by 
(WI. W?)(Z,. -_?) = (WIZI - n57*, WIZ? + WZZ,). 
where - represents complex conjugation. So we have the calculation 
(Wit). w*t))(z,, z2) = ((w,z, - W2Z?h. (H’,Z? + W?f,h), 
which shows that the maps 
m(T(l)x Is’): s3x sX+sJx S3’.s, 
and 
T(l)m: s3x s3+s3+s3 
coincide. We summarize this fact, as follows. 
PROPOSITION 1. Quatemionic multiplication m: S’ x S3+ S3 is an equivariant map 
m : L,., x S3 --* t,.,. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. It is sufficient to consider the case r = 1. The product map 
F = F,., x q: I&, x S’+ L,,., x S3 induces the equivariant chain map F,: C(t,, x S3) -_) 
C(&.., x S3) given by 
and 
F,(c’ X do) = c’ X d”(i = 0, 1,2) 
F*(c’ x do) = (a, q’)c3 x do+ Oc” x d3, 
F&co x d3) = 0c3 x do + qc” x d3, 
F&c’ x d3) = qc’ x d3, F*(c’x d’) = qc’x d3. 
F,(c3 x d3) = q(a, q’)c3 x d3. 
The induced homology homomorphisms on H3 = Z @ 2 (generated by (a. p)c’ x do 
and co x d3) and H6= 2 (generated by (a, p)c3 X d3) are 4’ 0 
( > 
o q :Z@Z+Z@Z 
and qq’: Z + Z, neither of which is an isomorphism in general. To remedy this, we 
make an equivariant modification of F. 
We introduce the integer k such that qq’- kp = I, a co-operation u: B3+ B’ v S’ 
which fixes the boundary &-’ of the 3-ball B3 = Closure c3, and finally a comul- 
tiplication CL: S3-, S’ v S3. (The l-point unions are at the base point * = (1.0) in 
B3 c S3). 
The map 
UXP 
given by 
B3 x s3- (B3 v S’) x (S,‘v Sz3)+ L,., x s’ 
B’x S13 
%.Ixq 
l L,, x s3 
B’ x Sz3 
%.1x’ 
- L,,xS’A L,,x* 
kxq s’x s,‘------+ s3x s3 
m 
-*xS’,and 
s3 x s2’ 
IranSpOSe Ixk 
- s*‘x s3 - t,., x s3 
is equivariant wherever defined and agrees with F = F,,, x q on B3 x s’ = (Bdry 
c’) x *. Thus, we may employ this map to make an equivariant modifications of F on 
the cells c’ x d3, 0~ is3, and c3x do, and all their translates by the covering 
transformations. 
There results an equivariant cellular map G: t,, x S3 + &,, x S3 whose equivariant 
chain map G,: Cc&,., x S3)+ CCL,, X S3) differs from F, only in these evaluations: 
G*(c3 x do) = (a, q’)c’ x do + kc0 x d3 
G*(c” x d’) = (a, p)c3 x do + qc” x d3, and 
G*(c3 x d3) = (q(a, q’)- &(a, p))c3 x d3. 
Thus, G, induces the isomorphisms 4’ k 
( > 
*Z@Z+Z@Z and l=qq’-kp:Z+. 
P 4’ 
Z on the two non-zero homology modules H3 and H6. Hence, the cellular map 
g: L,., x S3+ L,,, x S3 covered by G is a homotopy equivalence. Direct calculation 
shows that the Whitehead torsion of g is trivial, hence g is a simple-homotopy 
equivalence as well. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Remarks. (i) W. Metzler has called my attention to his thesis[l5] in which he 
shows that in fact for every pair of 3-dimensional Lens spaces L,., and L,, there is a 
diffeomorphism L,, x S’= L,, x S3 [15, Satz 1 and Statement (41)]. We retain our 
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argument for Theorem 2, since it motivates the proof of Theorem 3. Prior to the work 
of Metzler, J. Milnor distinguished the diffeomorphism type of the products L,., x S” 
and L,., x S” for homotopy inequivalent 3-dimensional Lens spaces L,, and L,., 
when n is even [ 19, Corollary 21. For a further discussion of diffeomorphisms between 
products of manifold quotients of S’. see[l6]. 
(ii) Theorem 2 holds for the sum operation also: For every pair of 3-dimensional 
Lens spaces L,, and L,, there is a simple-homotopy equivalence L,., v S3 = L,., v S3 
inducing the identity on the fundamental group. For r = 1, an appropriate homotopy 
equivalence f results from any equivariant cellular map F which realizes the 
equivariant chain map u: C(L,,, v S’)+ C(L,, v S’) given by 
t’(c’)= c’,OSi12, 
u(c’) = (a, q’)c3 + kd’, and 
u(d3) = (a, p)c’+ (aq’, q)d3. 
Since qq’- kp = 1, one has (a, q’)(a”, q) - k(a, p) = 1. It follows that the matrix 
( 
(a,$) 
(a, P) WT 4) > 
is invertible over Zff, and therefore the equivariant cellular map F induces a 
homology isomorphism on H3 = (a, p>ZII 0 ZII (generated by (a, p)c’ and d3). So the 
map f covered by F is a homotopy equivalence. Since the fundamental group ff is 
finite cyclic, the Whitehead torsion of f is essentially the determinant of the above 
matrix, namely 1. We conclude that f is a simple-homotopy equivalence as well. 
$3. THE UNIQUE-DIVISION SEMICROUP 
The construction of equivariant mukiplications 
The equivariance of quaternionic multiplication as a map m: Lp,, x S3-, &,., is 
crucial to the equivariant modification performed in the proof of Theorem 2. By an 
equiuarianf mdtiplication n : t,, X S3 -+ t,.,, we mean a multiplication n : S3 x S3 + S3 
with strict two-sided unit * = (1,O) such that the maps 
and 
n(T(q) x Is’): s’x s3+ s’x s3+ s3, 
T(q)n: s3xs3-+s3-+s3 
coincide, where T(q) is the covering transformation (z,, .zZ)+(z,n, .z2nq). 
For each integer q, with (p,q) = 1, the map m4: S’ x S3+S3, ((e’@,O),(z,, zZ))+ 
(z,e”, zZeiqe), has the equivariance property m,(T(q) x I.+) = T(q)m,, as 
m,((e”v, O), (z,, ~2)) = (zre”~, z2eiqenq). When q = 2k + 1, this partial multiplication mq 
results from the triple quaternionic product (eiu+‘)‘, O)(z,, zz)(eeike, O), since 
(elm, O)(z,, z?) = (zre”. zze”), while ( zI. z?)(e-‘“, 0) = (zre-“, z?e”). Hence. for q = 2k + 1. 
m,: S’ x S3+ S3 extends to the partial multiplication m,: B3 x * UB’ x S3+ S3 (B3 = 
Closure c3, BZ = Closure c*) defined by m,( w, z) = wk+‘zwwk, where these integral powers 
and products refer to quaternionic multiplication. Then there is the unique equivariant 
extension m q: ct,, x S3)’ + L:,, of mq over the translates of the basic 3-cell c3 x do and 
the basic 5-cell c* x d3; it has * = (1,O) as a strict two-sided unit. 
We now show that the composite 
SS-% B3x*UB3xS3 m4 +s3 
of the attaching map @ of the 6-cell in (B3 x S3, B3 x * U B3 x S3) with m, is in- 
essential, so that mq extends over the basic 6-cell c3 x d’. Recall that the boundary B3 
of B3 = Closure c3 consists of B’ = Closure c* and the translate Tq’B2 of B’ under the 
q’-th power of the covering transformation T = T(q): S’+ S3, (z,, z2)+(z,7, z2vq). 
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Consider the homotopies 
K,m,(H, x I$): T@B’x s3-, B’x s3+ s3-* s3, 
L, = mq: B*x S3+ S3, and 
J,: B’x *+S3 
given by 
Z-Z*(w,, w27j) = (w, e-i2n’q”p, w2) 
K,(z,, z2) = (z, ei2rrlq”P, z2 ei2*‘qq”P), and 
J,(w,, w2eie) = (w,, ~~e’~‘~“‘), 
for (w,, w2) E B’, (z,, z2) E S3, 0 5 8 5 27r/p, and 0 5 t : 1. They determine a homotopy 
between m,: B3x * U~‘X S3+S3 and a map into S3 which first collapses fi3x S3 
down to B2x S3 via the map Tq'B2+ B*, (w,, w27)+(wI, w2). forming the quotient 
space Mx*UB2xS3, where M = B3/(Tq'B2= B'). There results a homotopy be- 
tween m,@ and the composite 
of the attaching map @’ for the 6-cell in (M x S3, M x * U B2 x S3) with some map to 
S3. By deforming the subspace B* in M to a point to create M/B2 = S’, the new 
composite is further homotoped to the composite 
of the attaching map @“for the 6-cell in (S3 x S3, S3 v S3) with some map cf. g}: S3 v S3+ 
S3. Because there is the extension m(f X g): S’x S3+ S3 x S3+ S3 of the map (f, g}, 
the latest composite is inessential. 
Thus, the equivariant partial multiplication nlq: (L,., x S3)5+ LP,,, extends over the 
6-cell c3 x d3, and in an equivariant fashion over its translates. The result is an 
equivariant multiplication mq: &,., x S3+ &,.q extending m,: S’ x S3+ S3, whenever q 
is odd. This actually proves the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. For each 3-dimensional Lens space L,,,, there is an equivariant 
multiplication mq: Lp,, X S3 + t,, 
Proof. When p is even, then each q relatively prime to p is odd. When p is odd, 
then since the covering transformation T(q) depends only on the congruence class of 
q mod p, we may begin the preceeding argument with either 4 or q + p, whichever is 
odd. 
Lens space products 
The product L,, x L,, has fundamental group E = n @ II with generators a and b 
that correspond to the covering transformations T(q) x Is3 and 1~3 X T(r), respec- 
tively. The equivariant chain complex C(J$,, x t,,) is exact in dimensions #3,6, since 
&q x L,, = S3 x S3. The two non-zero homology modules are 
(a. p)ZE lb, p)ZE 
H3 = (a, p)( 1 - b)ZE @ (b, p)(a - 1)ZE = @ ’ 
(generated by (a, p)c3 x co and (b, p)c” x c’), and Hg = (a, p)(b, p)ZE = Z (generated 
by (a. p)(b, p)c3 x c3). 
PROPOSITION 3. If ut: = qr mod p, there is a simple-homotopy equivalence L,, x 
L,., = L,, x L, r , inducing the identity on the fundamental groups. 
Proof. The product map F = Fu.q x F,..r: i,., x i,., -+ i,, x i,., induces the 
equivariant chain map F*: C(i,, x i,,)+ C'(i:,., x i,.,) with values 
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F*(c3 x CO) = (UB’, qu’)c-’ x co + oc” x c3 
F*(cO x 2) = 0 c3 x co + (b’, rv’)cO x c3, 
F*(c3 x c3) = (UQ’, qu’)(V, Iv’)2 x c3. 
and 
The induced homology homomorphisms on H3 and H6 are (q;’ ;,):Z@Z* 
2 @ Z and qru’u’: Z + Z, neither of which is an isomorphism in general. 
From the hypothesis uu = qr mod p, we derive qru’u’ = 1 mod p. since u’ and u’ 
are solutions to the congruences UU’ = 1 = uu’ mod p. Writing qru’u’ = I- xp, we 
obtain qru'u'(1 + xp) = I- x*p*. So at the expense of altering the multiplicative 
inverse u’ by the factor 1 + xp, we may assume q&u’- kp* = 1 for some integer k. 
The map 
B3X IPYXY (II3 v 9) X (B3 v S3)-+ Lp.q X Lp., 
given by 
B3xB3 .‘b F,p”F,r %., x %.n 
B3xS3 
F..p x ’ 
B Lp.q x s3 mq l Lp,., x *, 
S’xB3 
kxF 
“’ *s’xLp,, m,* X L,, and 
tra”spOSe 
s3xs3-s3xs3 
Ixk - - 
- Lp.q x L,, 
is equivariant wherever defined and agrees with F = F,, x F,,, on B3 x B3. Thus, we 
may employ this map to make an equivariant modification of F on the cells c3 x ci 
and ci x c3, 0 5 i zz 3, and all their translates by the covering transformations. 
There results an equivariant cellular map G: &,.. x &,.” + &,., x &,., which agrees 
with F on the equivariant subcomplex containing co, c’, c*, their products, and the 
translates of these. The equivariant chain map G* differs from F* only in these 
evaluation: 
G.+.(c3 x co) = (aq’, qu’)c3 x co+ k(b, p)c” x c3 
G*(c” x c3) = (a, p)c’ x co + (b”, ru’)c’ x c3, and 
G*(c3 x c3) = ((uq’, qu’)(b’, ru’) - k(u, p)(b, p))c3 x c3. 
Thus, G, induces the homology isomorphisms (“p”’ Z,): Z@Z+Z@Z and 
1 = qru’u’ - kp*: Z+ Z, and the cellular map g: Lp.” x L,. + L,,q X L,,, covered by G is 
a homotopy equivalence. Again, by direct calculations of the Whitehead torsion we 
conclude that g is a simple-homotopy equivalence as well. 
COROLLARY. For q = l? qi, where (p, qj) = 1 for all j, rhe 
j-l 
l!i L,, and Lp,q x k' Lp., have the same simple-homotopy type. 
j-l j-l 
Lens space products 
Proof of Theorem 3. If the number-theoretic condition holds, the existence of the 
desired homotopy equivalence follows from the previous corollary and the homotopy 
classification of the Lens spaces quoted in the Introduction, prior to Theorem 2. If 
n 2 2, a simple-homotopy equivalence is produced, in view of the Product Theorem 
[l, Theorem 23.21 for Whitehead torsion and the fact that the Lens spaces have trivial 
Euler characteristic. 
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Conversely, if f: ii L,, + ir L,,, 
j=l j=l 
is a homotopy equivalence inducing a: 5 + E on 
the fundamental group 
derived, as follows. 
8 = 8 II, the relation q, . + . qn = rl * * * r. in 2:/a (2;)’ is 
If g: (j, LP.J3+ (,I, ,n Lp,,i >’ is a cellular map on the 3-skeleton inducing the same 
isomorphism a, then one can homotop f to agree with g on the 2-skeleton. Then their 
equivariant chain maps F* and G, in dimension 3 differ by some homomorphism 
C3+ Ker 8, = & (aj, p) ZB(ct). This implies that the homology homomorphisms F*. 
j=l 
G*: N3+ H3 on the homology module 
H,=& 
(Ujv p)ZE(Cj3) 
j=’ + (Uj, p)(Uk - l)Zz 
=@ 
k+j 
(generated by (aj, p)ct for j = 1,. . . , n) have determinates satisfying the relations 
+l =det F,=detG,modp. 
Now a is the composite of elementary automorphisms r and a single diagonal 
automorphism A of 8. Let g be the corresponding composite of the following: (1) the 
map i fqkr,: ii L,, 
j=l j=l 
, , + ir Lp.,i inducing the identity on 
j=l 
Z and the diagonal homomor- 
phism (riq;) on H,, (2) maps E: I! L (j=, P.,)‘- ( ” jv, L,, Inducing elementary automor- )3 * 
phisms r on E and triangular homomorphisms on H3 with det = 1, and (3) a map 
j$ fm,: j$ L, + ji, LPJ, inducing the diagonal automorphism A given by aj + aimI on B 
and the diagonal homomorphism (mf) on H3. Then det G* = I!i rjqimf. Together with 
j=l 
the earlier congruence +l = det G, mod p, this implies that ql * - - q. = rl * - * r, in 
Z$/ f (Zz)*, which completes the proof. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that the homotopy types of the Lens spaces L,., 
generate a unique-division semigroup isomorphic to Zz/ 5 (Zz)*x N under the cor- 
respondence l! L,, c, (q, - - * qnr n). 
j=l 
COROLLARY. Let L, and L2 be 3-dimensional Lens spaces with different homotopy 
type. Then their n-th powers L,” and L2” have the same (simple) homotopy type if and 
only if n is even. 
Remarks. By the second remark in 02. the set S of homotopy types of the Lens L,, is a 
qn-cancellation set for the sum operation, as well as the product operation. I do not 
know whether Theorem 3 holds for sums, nor whether the semigroup generated by S 
under the operation of forming sums is a unique-division semigroup. 
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